
I highly recommend the STEM trip.  It took me out of my comfort zone, 
expanded my understanding of space and science that I would not have 
otherwise appreciated and created an opportunity to make new friends  
and visit wonderful places in the world. 
Student

The STEM trip was the perfect opportunity to learn about Space and other  
STEM subjects at some of the most highly-regarded industries in the world, 
while forming inseparable bonds with classmates and meeting new people  
from all over the world 
Maddie

The Walford trip was a once in a lifetime experience. Highlights of the trip 
were the bus tour in San Francisco, visiting Alcatraz, the Golden Gate Bridge, 
Space Camp, learning about space missions and experiencing simulated 
space missions! 
Charlotte

The trip was life-changing for our daughter.  It built confidence and provided  
a curiosity about a bigger world and universe. 
Parent

We were excited about the opportunities the Space Camp and STEM 
trip would provide and it certainly delivered.  Our daughter was given an 
exclusive behind-the-scenes look into the space industry and had hands-on 
experiences showing how science and technology can be applied to careers 
in space and elsewhere. The girls were pushed to think, work together and 
gather valuable experiences to inspire their future aspirations. 
Parent
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Dear Parents and Caregivers

We are delighted to advise that Walford will be offering a Space Camp and 
STEM Tour for students next year. This is a memorable experience that presents 
extraordinary opportunities for learning about the universe, space travel, astro-
physics, the life of an astronaut and the value and importance of STEM in our 
world. The students who have participated in the tour in previous years have  
been very grateful for the learning opportunities and the personal experiences 
that otherwise would not have come their way. 

Some of the experiences include a five day Space Camp in Huntsville, Alabama, 
USA with students undertaking the Advanced Space Academy Program which is 
fully endorsed by NASA for students between 15 and 18 years of age. Rigorous 
hands-on training teaches the mental, emotional and physical demands of 
astronauts as well as the importance of leadership and teamwork. Students are 
able to take on the role of Pilot Mission Specialist and rotate roles in the Orbiter, 
Space Station and Mission Control. Computer and Engineering skills are put to the 
test as students design and test a virtual reality Mars rover. They also experience 
1/6 gravity simulations, a multi-axis trainer and a neutral buoyancy trainer.

The students will also travel to Orlando to visit the Kennedy Space Centre at  
Cape Canaveral and learn the history of space travel. They will experience a  
very realistic simulated shuttle launch, walk through a full-scale space shuttle and 
be amazed by the Apollo Saturn V moon rocket. They will also meet and have 
lunch with an astronaut and be able to ask their own questions.  

The tour is planned with the assistance of Edu School Tours who have an excellent 
track record of student travel groups, particularly to Space Camp and the USA.

We look forward to sharing more details at the Information Session with families 
on Thursday 9 March at 6pm. 

This is an exciting and unique tour especially designed for our Walford students!

Your sincerely

Deborah Netolicky                                                            
Principal

Maria Caruso                                                            
Science Coordinator
mcaruso@walford.asn.au

Tour Details and Information
Dates  
Wednesday 10 March - Wednesday 24 April 2024 (TBC). 
(May return Thursday 25 April, depending upon flight schedules next year).

Students 
For all girls in Years 9-11 (2023), between the ages of 15 and 18 years of age at the time  
of the tour.

Cost  
Anticipated cost of the tour is approximately $8,600.

Deposit  
$2,500 deposit required by Wednesday, 5 April 2023 (Week 10). 
(If the tour proposal is canceled, then all deposits will be fully refunded).

Once the tour is booked (as of Wednesday, 5 April 2023), if a student cancels they will 
incur 100% cancelation fee of monies already paid, as the funds will have been already 
committed to tour expenses).

Tour Confirmation  
An expression of interest is required by Wednesday 1 March 2023 (Week 5). 
The Expression of Interest does not in any way commit a student to the tour.

Tour Information Session  
Thursday 9 March 6pm (Week 6). 
in the Science Laboratory Lower Benham 6

Expression of Interest Form 
Please complete and return to Ms Maria Caruso by Wednesday 1 March 2023

I am interested in my daughter                               

Mentor Class

attending the Walford Anglican School for Girls Space Camp and STEM Tour 2024.

O  I can attend  O I  cannot attend the Information Session on Thursday 9 March 2023 6pm.

Parent’s Name

Parent’s Signature

Date


